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Abstract 

The frequency increase of the slow-wave electron 

devices is accompanied by inevitable increase of the 

electron current density and ohmic losses which 

strongly restricts the attainable power. In recent years, 

the use of the spatially-developed sheet electron 

beams is considered as the major way to develop the 

medium-power slow-wave devices at mm and sub-

THz waves. Hollow electron beams is another config-

uration which could be used for this purpose. The 

designs of the oscillators and amplifiers in Ka-band 

and W-band with both sheet and hollow electron 

beams are considered and compared. 

Introduction 

The development of the powerful amplifiers in 

the millimeter and sub-terahertz wavelength ranges is 

one of the most topical problem in vacuum micro-

wave electronics. In particular, millimeter-wave am-

plifiers with an output power of several hundred watts 

are of interest for spectroscopy, telecommunications, 

remote sensing, and also as preamplifiers for even 

more powerful gyro-amplifiers. The difficulty of de-

velopment of traveling wave tubes (TWT) and ex-

tended-interaction klystrons (EIK) with the required 

parameters is caused largely by a very high required 

beam current density (up to 1 kA / cm
2
) if conven-

tional electron beam with pencil-like configuration is 

used. Due to evanescent nature of the synchronous 

space harmonic of the operating mode, this beam with 

high energy density should be guided in close proxim-

ity to the surface of the slow-wave structure in order 

to provide efficient electron-wave interaction. The 

non-perfection of the beam guiding system and high 

microwave fields inevitably results in some current 

deposition and, hence, a high heat load on the small 

elements of the slow-wave structure, in addition to 

ohmic losses. In order to alleviate the thermal regime 

of the devices, a use of planar sheet electron beams 

for millimeter-wave TWTs and EIKs are extensively 

studied in recent years [1-3]. The large width of the 

planar beam allows decrease of the required current 

density but increase of the total electron current. 

Therefore, the CW or average output power for the 

planar-beam slow-wave amplifier can be significantly 

higher than for the pencil-beam device. An alternative 

configuration of the spatially-developed electron 

beam is a cylindrical hollow thin-wall beam [4,5]. In 

this paper we consider both these options for devel-

opment of the slow-wave device with medium power 

at the millimeter wavelengths.  

Design of sheet-beam slow-wave TWT and BWO 

Two key points in the development of the sheet-

beam slow-wave devices are slow-wave structure and 

electron optical system. Presented design is based on 

a slow-wave structure consisting of two gratings 

shifted by half period relative to each other (Fig. 1). 

This structure is widely explored in recent years since 

it is simple, wideband, easy to manufacture and com-

patible with a planar electron beam [6]. The sheet 

beam can be provided by quasi-Pierce electron gun 

and then solenoidally focused and guided. The beam 

guiding in the solenoidal magnetic field seems to be 

simpler than periodic-permanent-magnet focusing 

system which is traditional for pencil-beam devices at 

longer waves. To reduce the magnetic compression 

ratio, a thermionic cathode with high current density 

of 30 A/cm
2
 can be used, similar to cathodes of low-

power submillimeter backward-wave oscillators, 

clinotrons and orotrons. Simulations predict that the 

beam which is 0.2 mm thick and 1.8 mm wide with a 

current of 300 mA (current density 80 A/cm
2
) can 

compressed and guided between gratings in 0.65 T 

magnetic field with less than 5 % of the total current 

being lost. Simulation made for W-beam TWT shows 

the possibility of obtaining an output power of 250 W 

at a voltage of 20 kV. The calculated gain is 26 dB in 

the linear regime and about of 21 dB in the saturation. 

For initial experimental verification of the electron-

optical system, a BWO with similar periodic structure 

was designed with the power of 200-300 W and 7 % 

tuning band (Fig. 2). The same cathode makes it pos-

sible to design the Ka-band BWO and TWT with 500-

W output power using beam guiding in the uniform 

magnetic field, without beam compression. 

 
Fig. 1. Calculated dispersion of the operating mode for de-

signed W-band TWT and line of synchronism with 20-kV 

electron beam. Inset: the staggered-gratings slow-wave 

structure with the smooth taper of the gratings near the col-

lector end of the interaction region. 
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Fig. 2. Calculated output power and frequency vs. voltage 

for sheet-beam W-band BWO with the staggered-gratings 

slow-wave structure. 

Design of hollow-beam BWOs 

The use of hollow electron beams permits a sig-

nificant increase in the diameter of the beam tunnel in 

comparison with the conventional pencil-beam slow-

wave electron devices. Hollow beam can efficiently 

interact with a lowest azimuthally-symmetric TM 

mode of the azimuthally-symmetric slow-wave struc-

ture. This configuration is similar to the relativistic 

high-current electron devices. However, the slow-

wave structures with deep corrugation should be used 

in non-relativistic devices due to weak electron-wave 

coupling in the millimeter wavelength range. W-band 

and Q-band axisymmetric BWOs has been designed 

on the base of 30 kV/1 A hollow thin-wall electron 

beam with an outer diameters of 1.6 mm and 3.4 mm, 

respectively. This beam is produced in a Pierce-like 

electron gun with the hundredfold magnetic compres-

sion (Fig. 3). Simulations based on the averaged equa-

tions and 3D PIC-code predict an output power of 

300-500 W (depending on the beam wall thickness) 

for W-band BWO and about of 800 W for Q-band 

BWO. 5% frequency tuning is simulated for the W-

band device. To reduce ohmic losses, the wave reflec-

tions at the collector end of slow-wave structures are 

minimized by using specially designed last matching 

tooth (Fig. 4).  

 

Fig. 3. Designed electron gun producing 30-kV, 1 A hollow 

electron beam with simulated electron trajectories. 

In conclusion, let us compare both configurations 

of the spatially-developed electron beams. The slow-

wave structures for sheet beam devices are easier for 

manufacturing, and they could provide wider frequen-

cy band. The electron-wave coupling for sheet-beam 

devices could be stronger since electrons travel be-

tween two gratings, while for hollow beam there is 

single grating at the outer side of the beam. On the 

other hand, the formation of the sheet electron beam 

is difficult due to diocotron instability, but this diffi-

culty can be avoided if cathodes with high emission 

density are used. 

 

Fig. 4. Calculated dispersion of the operating mode for de-

signed Q-band BWO and line of synchronism with 20- and 

30-kV hollow beams. Inset: the axisymmetric slow-wave 

structure with the matching tooth at the collector end. 
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